
Welcome to your child’s binocular vision evaluation.

Binocular means “both eyes working together.” This evaluation

is lengthy because it allows doctors to assess skills multiple ways

to determine not only if there are problems but how your child’s

vision adapts to those problems over time and effort.

This informational booklet allows observers to have a better

understanding of the tests being performed during specialty

testing for binocular vision disorders. Because each evaluation

is customized individually, not all tests are performed and the

sequence varies. Additionally, other tests may be performed.

During this test, we give your child our full attention, but if

you have a specific question, please ask!

-Dr. Nate and Dr. Beth

BINOCULAR VISION EVALUATION



WHAT IS THIS TEST?
Saccades and Pursuits 

WHAT IS IT TESTING?
Saccades are the eye movements responsible for moving

from one object to another.

Pursuits are the eye movements responsible
for following a moving object.

WHY IS IT IMPORTANT?
Saccades and pursuit eye movements are both essential in many

daily visual tasks. These skills allow rapid and accurate eye shifting along
lines of print in a book, from desk to chalkboard, or highway to dashboard. 



WHAT IS THIS TEST?
Cover Test and Near Point of Convergence

WHAT IS IT TESTING?
Cover test measures the direction and magnitude of a phoria or

tropia. A phoria is the resting position that the eyes go to when covered.
A tropia is if the eyes move outward or inward with both eyes open.

Orthophoria (Or-tho-for-ee-uh) is when the eyes point straight.
Exophoria (Ex-oh-for-ee-uh) is an outward tendency of the eyes.
Esophoria (Eee-so-for-ee-uh) is an inward tendency of the eyes.

WHY IS IT IMPORTANT?
If the eyes are not properly aligned, the brain receives two different

images from each eye and can cause double vision. When seeing
double vision, reading is significantly more difficult.



WHAT IS THIS TEST?
Accommodative Facility

WHAT IS IT TESTING?
Using the lenses to force the eyes to focus and relax when looking

at small print, it can be measured how flexible the focusing system is.

WHY IS IT IMPORTANT?
If this skill is deficient, the patient is likely having trouble copying

from the whiteboard or other tasks that require a change in focus.



WHAT IS THIS TEST?
Prism Bar Vergence Ranges

WHAT IS IT TESTING?
Prism lenses add more stress to the visual system by forcing the

eyes to compensate to cross more or less. The point at which the eyes
can no longer work as a team indicates how much vergence (crossing

or uncrossing) stress the system can handle.

WHY IS IT IMPORTANT?
Most patients can handle a sufficient amount of additional

stress. Some patients can easily handle crossing their eyes more,
but not uncrossing them, or vice versa. This information helps the

doctor understand how the eyes handle stress, especially how
the eyes work toward the end of a long visual task.



WHAT IS THIS TEST?
Refraction

WHAT IS IT TESTING?
Measures precisely the amount of myopia (nearsightedness),

hyperopia (farsightedness) and astigmatism of the eyes.

WHY IS IT IMPORTANT?
This tool helps to measure the prescription for the patient’s glasses.



WHAT IS THIS TEST?
Phoria Testing

WHAT IS IT TESTING?
A phoria is the resting position that the eyes go to when covered.

This method measures the direction and magnitude of the phoria.

WHY IS IT IMPORTANT?
It is typically easy to compensate for a small phoria. If the phoria is

larger (the eyes want to sit outward further or want to cross inwards
more), the eyes must do more work to compensate for this.



WHAT IS THIS TEST?
Monroe Visual

WHAT IS IT TESTING?
Visual memory

WHY IS IT IMPORTANT?
Visual memory allows us to recall, identify, or reproduce a design or

feature of an object. This helps us to picture a lost object, associate words
with a visual picture, and improve efficiency when copying from the board.



WHAT IS THIS TEST?
Spatial Awareness Skills Program (SASP)

WHAT IS IT TESTING?
Visual spatial skills

WHY IS IT IMPORTANT?
Visual spatial skills involve the ability to know where one is in relation

to the environment, where other objects are in the environment in
relation to one's self, and where objects are in the environment in

relation to each other. It also involves the ability to judge size,
distance, spatial relationships, position and orientation in space,

and the skills of directionality and sequentialization.



WHAT IS THIS TEST?
Pupillary Dilation

WHAT IS IT TESTING?
Eye health and vision

WHY IS IT IMPORTANT?
Ten to twenty minutes after getting the eye drops, the pupils enlarge
and the focusing of the eyes relax. This allows for a different visual

evaluation and allows for a thorough evaluation of the health
inside the eye, which is not possible other ways. This testing

may be brief or extended depending on the patient.



WHAT IS THIS TEST?
Randot Stereo Test

WHAT IS IT TESTING?
Stereopsis, or depth perception

WHY IS IT IMPORTANT?
In order for a patient to have good depth perception, both eyes

must be seeing well and working precisely as a team. If one eye is
blurry or the eyes do not point in the exact same direction,

depth perception may be affected.

There are several levels of depth perception, and we still process
visual cues to depth even if we do not have fine depth perception as

measured with this test. The more detailed our depth perception,
the more accurate we are with body-eye coordination.



WHAT IS THIS TEST?
Worth 4 Dot

WHAT IS IT TESTING?
The right eye (under the red lens) sees the red and

white lights. The left eye (under the green lens) sees the green and
white lights. This tests if both eyes are being used simultaneously

and pointing in the same direction.

WHY IS IT IMPORTANT?
If only some of the dots are visible, it is because the brain is

choosing to ignore information from one eye, known as suppression.
If the brain is suppressing one eye, it can cause complications

in the coordination of the two eyes together.



WHAT IS THIS TEST?
Developmental Eye Movement (DEM)

WHAT IS IT TESTING?
The patient is timed while reading the two vertical

columns of letters to give a baseline for how quickly they
should be able to read the horizontal numbers.

WHY IS IT IMPORTANT?
Assessing the speed and accuracy of calling out the

numbers gives insight to how the patient moves their eyes
when performing tasks like reading.

If the small eye movements are adequate, it should be quick and
precise to move from number to number and down to the next row.

If the eye movements are erratic, the patient may easily
lose their place or skip over numbers.



WHAT IS THIS TEST?
Lang Stereopsis Test

WHAT IS IT TESTING?
Stereopsis, or depth perception

WHY IS IT IMPORTANT?
In order for a patient to have good depth perception, both eyes

must be seeing well and working precisely as a team. If one eye is 
blurry or the eyes do not point in the exact same direction,

depth perception may be affected.

There are several levels of depth perception, and we still process
visual cues to depth even if we do not have fine depth perception as

measured with this test. The more detailed our depth perception,
the more accurate we are with body-eye coordination.



WHAT IS THIS TEST?
Modified Hess-Lancaster Test

WHAT IS IT TESTING?
The right eye (under the red lens) sees one laser pointer and the

left eye (under the green lens) sees the other laser pointer. The place
the laser pointers are aimed is where each eye is aimed. Ideally,

the laser pointers are lined up, indicating that the eyes
are pointing in the same place on the wall.

WHY IS IT IMPORTANT?
With this test, we can see how well the two eyes are lined up when

looking straight ahead, but also when looking in different directions.
Some people have more difficulty when looking in a specific direction.

For example, if a baseball player is in the outfield and missing pop flies.
It may be due to the eyes being misaligned when looking upward.



WHAT IS THIS TEST?
MEM (Monocular Estimation Method) Retinoscopy

WHAT IS IT TESTING?
The patient looks at the words on the card while the doctor

assesses with the light if the eye is focused in front of the card,
directly on the card or behind the card.

WHY IS IT IMPORTANT?
It is expected for the eyes to focus slightly behind the card. If the

eyes are focusing in front of the card, they are focusing too much which
causes fatigue and eyestrain. If the eyes are focusing too far behind the

card, the words are blurry and makes reading slow and difficult.



WHAT IS THIS TEST?
Negative Relative Accommodation (NRA)
Positive Relative Accommodation (PRA)

WHAT IS IT TESTING?
NRA and PRA tests measure how much the focusing system

can be stimulated or relaxed while maintaining a single image.

WHY IS IT IMPORTANT?
The eyes should feel equally comfortable stimulating and

relaxing the accommodation (focus). If the eyes struggle with
one more than the other, it can cause eyestrain.



Once the performed tests are scored, we will move onto

the conference portion of the exam. During this time we will

share our findings, explain what they mean in greater detail, make

our recommendations, and answer any questions you may have.

You will also receive a written summary with all of the findings

and recommendations that were discussed for your records.

If for some reason the conference cannot be done on the same

day as the binocular vision exam, we will be happy to schedule

it at a time that is more convenient for you. If you have urgent

questions before we are able to complete the conference,

do not hesitate to contact us at (813) 792-0637.

-Dr. Nate and Dr. Beth

WHAT HAPPENS NEXT?


